


Pacific Atelier was founded in 1995 with a commission for a 17-story independent living facility resulting

in numerous awards and recognition from the state and city for it’s contribution to our community’s

seniors.  Since then Pacific Atelier has grown into an internationally diverse firm with projects ranging

from high end residential homes to some of Hawaii's most famous and highly visited facilities including

the Maui Ocean Center, and the Dole Plantation’s New Store Expansion.



Given this premise, no matter how prestigious, mundane, or humble the task, we believe that it is in

our grasp to make any building resonate with meanings so that its language may be understood by as

many people as possible. As in literature, the relationships between words give them a multiplicity of

meanings – the more ambiguous and complex these relationships, the more universal the language. As in architecture, the relationships

discovered in the process of design between a wall and its openings, columns, roofs and all other elements including its surroundings,

environment, and history, are understood with universal clarity and individual comfort.

In this context, we make the appropriate choices of materials and forms depending on their capacity to elucidate meanings and

relationships, not on abstract ideas which might lead to expensive choices formulated to bridge the gap between a stylistic formality

and a “thin” content. In a way, once we have discovered the meanings, we will always be able to express it in different words. Traditions

are for us an infinite and vibrant source of inspiration which draws freely from the collective memory of shapes, functions and meanings,

instead of a random exploitation’s of the forms of the past as a “grab-bag” from which the memory of a few details is occasionally

extracted. The past is a quiet teacher always capable of planting the seeds in our thoughts for the solution of contemporary dilemmas.

We believe that, because we do not try to superimpose an ideology of building or consistency of

style thus imposing ourselves on our client, our “ways of understanding” and “ways of seeing” give

us the methodology to address all aspects of architecture in their specificity no matter the scale or

the budget. Unlike the familiar image of unity of the machine, architecture for us retains the

complexities of life with its continuous renewal of individual and collective aspirations."

Atelier means “studio” - a place where ideas
coalesce and manifest a physical reality.

Fabrizio Medosi, our founder, wrote these words:
“When we receive the commission to plan a community, or to design a building, restore it, or change it whole or in part to

accommodate a new use, we believe that the client conveys to us his or her aspirations for a better life. These may be the

individual’s or a family’s aspirations as in the case of a residential commission, or those of a large number of people as in the case

of an office building or a place for study or meeting place. We listen carefully because it is our task to produce an appropriate

response by translating a program - the client’s words - into a highly abstract language of drawings - the architect’s geometry and

mathematics - which will eventually become part of our physical reality through the human endeavor of building - literally the

body of these aspirations. In the process of realizing these aspirations, all the bricks of the building will add to more than just

their meaningless sum, and infused with life symmetrical to that found in nature, will speak to, and of, all involved.

our mantra Listen...then Create.



our background
The secret of design success is diversity of thought and creativity. Our

designers hail from Europe, Asia, Hawaii, South America, and the United States

contirbuting to a unique pool of creative and intellectual capital.

how we think
Pacific Atelier focuses design on the experience of the user. All value in architectural product stems from this philosophy

of placemaking. We employ a high sensitivity to place-theory, cultural intonation, community context, innovation of

historical precedent, and commercial viability. All projects have these sensitivities, and Pacific Atelier focuses on them in

particular. Past projects include:

Maui Ocean Center

Central Pacific Bank 

Trinity Church, Phase I

Princeville clubhouse Renovation

Kamehameha Schools - commercial

Kapiolani Business Center 

Nanakuli Kokua Ohana Center

Nordic/PCL

Ko Olina Main Entry Building

Ko Olina Ocean Tower 

Marisco Small Boat Repair 

Ko Olina Maintenance Building 

Ko Olina Marina

Dole Plantation

Luana koa Senior Community

Ko Olina Resort & Marina,

HRT, Ltd

Alii Cove

HR Block

Ko Olina Sales Center

Frito Lay of Hawaii

AAA Hawaii

Waikea Kai Shopping Center

SMS Research

Ko Olina Harbor Master 

Waikiki Trader Court

Countrywide Home Loans

Cole Academy

Kamehameha Schools Preschools

Cole Academy Kunia

Cole Academy Kaimuki

Cole Academy Aikahi Park

Kulana Hale II

Fairways Villas 

Alii Cove

Kona Sea Villas

Harbour Court

Kulana Hale I 

Ko Olina Ocean Club

Maunal Lani Golf Villas

Royal Palms Poipu

Outrigger Fairway Villas

Mauna Lani Beach Villas

Waikoloa Palm Villas

Waikiki Banyan Unit Renov.

Dole Plantation Store Expansion

Baron & Leeds

Bobby & Guy Salon

Retail Pharmacy

Retail Pharmacy

Le Sport Sac

The Wedding Pledge

Waikiki Shopping Plaza

Kihei Gateway

Trinity Church, Phase II

E-Charter School

Puainako Town Center

Skyline at Prospect Street 




